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Abstract

Wireless sensor networks face acute security concerns in
applications such as battlefield monitoring. A central point
of failure in a sensor network is the base station, which acts
as a collection point of sensor data. In this paper, we in-
vestigate two attacks that can lead to isolation or failure of
the base station. In one set of attacks, the base station is iso-
lated by blocking communication between sensor nodes and
the base station, e.g. by DOS attacks. In the second attack,
the location of the base station is deduced by analyzing data
traffic towards the base station, which can lead to jamming
and/or discovery and destruction of the base station. To de-
fend against these attacks, two secure strategies are pro-
posed. First, secure multi-path routing to multiple destina-
tion base stations is designed to provide intrusion tolerance
against isolation of a base station. Second, anti-traffic anal-
ysis strategies are proposed to help disguise the location of
the base station from eavesdroppers. A performance eval-
uation is provided for a simulated sensor network, as well
as measurements of cryptographic overhead on real sensor
nodes.

1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are rapidly growing
in their importance and relevance to both the research com-
munity and the public at large. A distributed wireless sen-
sor network is formed by a large number of tiny and inex-
pensive sensor nodes. These nodes are typically resource-
constrained, with limited energy lifetime, low-power micro-
sensors and actuators, slow embedded processors, limited
memory, and low-bandwidth radios. For example, both sen-
sor motes [13] and nymphs [2] contain a 4 MHZ proces-
sor, 4 KB SDRAM memory and 128 KB flash memory to
run an operating system and application programs. Addi-
tional storage of 4-512 KB EEPROM is available to save

sensed data. The Chipcon CC1000 radio operates at a rate
of 19.2 kbps.

The sensor nodes self-organize into a multi-hop wire-
less network that collects and forwards sensor data to an
information sink, usually a base station acting as a gate-
way to the wired Internet. The structure of a typical wire-
less sensor network is illustrated in Figure 1. In general, the
computing resources of each base station are much greater
than the computational abilities of the sensor nodes. The
large number of sensor nodes and the small number of base
stations collectively form an asymmetric and hierarchical
wireless sensor network. Applications of WSNs are rapidly
emerging and have become increasingly diverse, ranging
from habitat monitoring [18] to indoor sensor networks with
sensor-enabled user interfaces [6] to battlefield monitoring
[3] and seismic monitoring of buildings.

In certain WSN applications, such as home security
monitoring or military deployments, security, fault toler-
ance, and intrusion tolerance are especially important. Intru-
sion tolerance has been studied in the context of wired net-
works [5][20][21][23]. However, wireless sensor networks
face a combination of threats that are not normally faced by
wired networks. First, the broadcast nature of the wireless
communication medium significantly enhances the capabil-
ities of an adversary to eavesdrop, tamper with transmit-
ted packets, and inject packets to initiate denial-of-service
(DOS) attacks. These susceptibilities also apply to wireless
LANs such as 802.11 and mobile ad hoc networks. Second,
WSNs are highly resource constrained, which has strong
implications on the type of cryptography that can used in
sensor nodes, e.g. lightweight symmetric key cryptography
such as RC5 has been shown to be effective [19], while
compute-intensive public key cryptography such as RSA
is infeasible at present[8]. The relatively weak defenses of
sensor nodes are susceptible to external attacks by much
stronger adversaries equipped with more powerful comput-
ing and communication equipment. Third and perhaps the
most unique, sensor nodes are distributed in the field in-



Figure 1. An example of a typical wireless
sensor network.

situ and therefore lack the physical security of most other
forms of wired and wireless networking. As a result, WSNs
are highly susceptible to the physical compromise of one or
more sensor nodes. Once compromised, the sensor node(s)
can be exploited by an intruder to damage the WSN through
DOS, jamming, and spoofing attacks.

This paper focuses on improving the intrusion tolerance
of a WSN against attacks focused on isolating or destroy-
ing the base station. As shown in Figure 1, the base station
is a central point of failure. If an adversary can successfully
attack the base station, then the adversary can largely dis-
able the WSN. The variety of attacks that can be mounted
against the base station include remote DOS attacks from
deep within the WSN that flood the base station with pack-
ets, remote spoofing of the base station to misdirect legit-
imate sensor data and thereby starve the base station, and
eavesdropping to deduce the vicinity of the base station so
that it can be locally jammed or even physically destroyed
if its precise location can be discovered. The DOS, spoof-
ing and jamming attacks all result in isolation of the base
station. Despite the best electronic countermeasures, an ad-
versary may get lucky and destroy a single base station.

To address these kinds of remote and local attacks upon a
WSN’s base station, this paper develops two security strate-
gies. First, a key focus of this paper is on developing tech-
niques that can limit the damage from disrupting the com-
munication between base stations and sensor nodes. In par-
ticular, we introduce mechanisms that enable the secure set
up of multiple routing paths to multiple base stations. With
this scheme, even though an adversary can attack and de-
stroy part of the sensor network, e.g. isolate a minority of
base stations, the rest of the network can survive and con-
tinue to report data. A second key focus of this paper is on
introducing novel techniques that protect the location and

identity of the base station from being easily discovered. For
example, if an attacker is able to snoop on packet traffic, and
knows that all sensor packets are routed towards the base
station, the attacker could follow packets, gradually trace
the route back to the base station and thereby discover the
vicinity of the base station for local attacks. This paper pro-
poses a variety of techniques to combat such traffic analysis
attacks, and thereby improve the intrusion-tolerance proper-
ties of WSNs. The net effect of both secure multipath rout-
ing setup and anti-traffic analysis is to improve the intrusion
tolerance of WSNs to base station-focused attacks.

2. Network Framework and Threat Model

We build our security schemes based on the common
sensor network structure described in TinyOS [13] and
TinyDB [17]. We assume that the sensor nodes are orga-
nized in a tree-like network routing structure around each
base station, as shown in figure 1 (b). Each base station is
the root node of a tree. Every sensor node is a node in some
of the trees. Each node has a number of child nodes that
are its downstream nodes, and a parent node that is its up-
stream node. Every sensor node processes the sensed data
from all of its child nodes and itself, and sends the result to
its parent node. Each node has its activity range v: if the dis-
tance between two sensor nodes is no more than v, the pair
of nodes can send and receive data to and from each other.

For the capabilities of an adversary, we assume that:

• An adversary can capture sensor nodes and is capa-
ble of compromising a sensor node to obtain all of its
information, e.g. symmetric keys. In addition, an ad-
versary can reprogram a sensor node to convert it into
a malicious node. But we assume that the adversary
needs some time to compromise a node.

• An adversary has a jamming range d, d ≥ v. Within
d, an adversary can generate radio signals to interfere
with signals generated by sensor nodes or base sta-
tions.

• An adversary can receive any data from any sensor
node or base station, if the distance is less than v. We
assume that an adversary’s packet acceptance range is
still v. Although it is easy to send a stronger data sig-
nal to a larger range than a normal sensor node’s range,
it is difficult to receive data from a sensor node that is
further than v, since it needs needs very sensitive, and
expensive equipments.

• An adversary can physically move from place to place.

• However, an adversary doesn’t have global informa-
tion about the whole network, and cannot jam the en-
tire network. Suppose the whole sensor network has
range D. Then we assume d � D .



Our assumption is that it is very difficult for an adversary
to obtain sufficient global information to destroy the entire
sensor network. Instead, the adversary is assumed to have
limited local knowledge of the sensor network. Moreover,
we assume that a resource-rich base station has sufficient
functionality to protect itself from tampering and is resis-
tant to observations via camouflage. As a result, an adver-
sary’s only threat options to the base stations are to jam the
communication medium, destroy the base station, spoof the
base station, or flood the base station.

3. Redundant Paths Setup

To provide intrusion tolerance and fault tolerance, we in-
troduce redundancy in the form of multiple base stations.
Since an adversary can obstruct delivery of sensor data that
is routed over only one path to one of the base stations, we
introduce multi-path routing redundancy to improve intru-
sion tolerance of WSNs. Ensuring that each path is routed
towards a different base station can further improve the ef-
fectiveness of this approach. Our contribution in the follow-
ing is to describe how a multi-path multi-base station rout-
ing scheme can be constructed in a WSN while still limit-
ing the ability of an adversary to spoof a base station and/or
launch DOS attacks against a base station.

3.1. Securing Multi-Path Multi-Base Station
Routing

The simplest way to set up multiple paths for each sen-
sor node to multiple base stations is to use a flooding mes-
sage: each base station broadcasts a unique request mes-
sage (called the REQ message). When a sensor node first
receives the REQ message from a base station, it records
the sender of the packet as its parent node for that base sta-
tion, and re-broadcasts the REQ message to its neighbor
and child nodes. This sensor node then ignores all copies of
the same REQ message that it received later. In this man-
ner, the REQ message generated from each base station
floods the entire network, while every node forwards that
message just once, and the path between a child node and its
parent node forms a tree rooted at that base station. If there
are multiple base stations flooding their own REQ mes-
sages, every sensor node will have one path for each base
station.

However, this simple scheme cannot prevent a malicious
compromised node from spoofing a base station by sending
forged REQ messages. Every node will think the forged
message is generated by this base station, and will forward
the forged REQ message. That message will flood the whole
network, and can be repeatedly sent in a form of DOS at-
tack. In addition, all sensor nodes will build a routing tree
rooted at the malicious node. To defend against such an at-

tack, we adapt a scheme proposed in [8] of using a one-way
hash chain to lossely authenticate REQ messages. Here we
briefly describe this solution.

A one way hash chain is generated by a one-way func-
tion F . F has the property that if we know x, it is easy to
compute y = F (x). But if we only know y, it is computa-
tionally infeasible to obtain x = F−1(y). A one-way hash
chain is a sequence of numbers, Kn, Kn−1, . . . , K0, such
that Ki−1 = F (Ki), where 0 < i ≤ n. Each base sta-
tion α randomly selects a seed Kα

n and computes a one-
way hash chain Hα =< Kα

n , Kα
n−1

, . . . Kα
0

> with func-
tion F . Each sensor node is pre-configured with the initial
number Kα

0
. When a base station α sends its first REQ

message, that message contains a one-way hash chain num-
ber Kα

1 . When a sensor node receives this message, it ver-
ifies the one-way hash chain number in the REQ message
by checking if Kα

0
= F (Kα

1
). If such a match is found,

the sensor node assumes that the message has been gener-
ated from base station α. The node then caches the one-way
hash chain number it just received, and process the mes-
sage; otherwise the message is dropped. When the base sta-
tion α sends ith REQ message, it attaches Kα

i . When a
node gets this message, it will use its cached one-way hash
chain number to verify the message by applying the func-
tion F a finite number of times until the cached one-way
hash chain is encountered. The advantage of such a scheme
is that even if an adversary compromises a sensor node and
obtains F and the seed, it cannot generate future numbers
in the one-way hash chain. In this way, the ability of an ar-
bitrary compromised sensor node to spoof a base station by
generating false REQ messages is severely limited.

However, there remains a security problem for this one-
way hash chain approach. An adversary can launch a rush-
ing attack [15] [14] to “capture” a large number of down-
stream nodes. In such a rushing attack, when the adversary
receives a REQ message, it immediately rebroadcasts the
message with much higher transmission power. The nodes
“captured” within the adversary’s jamming range d will be
misled into thinking that the adversary is their parent node.
In addition, the capture effect is magnified since the REQ

message sent by the adversary reaches downstream attacked
nodes earlier than normal REQ message propagation, so
that the attacked nodes will further capture more of their
downstream nodes. All such captured downstream nodes
will fail to connect to the correct base station.

3.2. Echo-back Scheme to Identify Neighbor
Nodes

3.2.1. Echo-back Process to Verify Neighbor Nodes To
address the rushing attack problem, we propose the follow-
ing echo-back scheme. An adversary is able to launch a
rushing attack when a sensor node fails to check whether



Figure 2. REQ message flooding, rushing at-
tack and echo-back countermeasure.

a sender with an expanded transmission range can recipro-
cally receive data. We observe that if a sensor node can de-
tect that it cannot reach the transmitter, then that node can
identify and block a rushing attack. The sensor node’s activ-
ity range v is smaller than the jamming range d of the adver-
sary. We assume that the adversary can only hear data within
range v, because the data sent by a sensor node is too weak
to be detected beyond range v. If each sensor node con-
structs a set of reachable neighbor nodes, and is only willing
to receive REQ messages from this set of neighbor nodes,
then spoofed REQ messages from an adversary transmit-
ting at maximum power will be ignored. Thus, the damage
from a rushing attack can be restricted within a small range
v.

To identify neighbor nodes, we introduce a simple echo-
back approach. In its most basic form, which we shall en-
hance, when a sensor node S1 receives a broadcast REQ

message from another node S2, it sends an echo message
to that node S2 and waits for the replies to that message.
Until it receives a feedback message from S2, the earlier
broadcast message is not processed by S1. If a node re-
ceives the feedback message from a neighbor node, it will
record that node as its verified neighbor. To reduce delay
in broadcasting, sensor nodes can run the echo-back proce-
dure with its neighbor nodes before base stations flood their
REQ messages. Thus, when a node receives a REQ mes-
sage, it can immediately check if the message sender is its
neighbor node. Figure 2 shows the REQ flooding scheme,

the rushing attack, and the echo-back defense.
The rushing attack is not completely precluded with the

echo-back defense. Multiple adversaries can cooperatively
form a relay path that is shorter than the normal REQ prop-
agation path. However, such a cooperative attack is more
difficult to mount than the rushing attack addressed here.

3.2.2. Cluster Key Set Up It is useful to encrypt each
REQ message at each forwarding hop, instead of sending a
plaintext broadcast message. If the adversary doesn’t know
the key to decrypt a REQ packet, then it cannot launch a
rushing attack.

To encrypt the REQ message, first each pair of verified
neighbor nodes sets up a pair-wise key. The key set up is
combined with the echo-back scheme. Consider first a sim-
ple pair-wise key set up in which we assume that all nodes
in the network share a global key. The following process
shows how to run echo-back and set up pair-wise keys be-
tween neighbor nodes.

First, every node a locally broadcasts an echo message
to its neighbor nodes with format:

echo : Eglobal key(IDa||nonce)

Where ID is the ID of sensor node a, nonce is a random
number.

If node b receives this message, it generates a random
number Kb,a as the pair-wise key between a and b, and uni-
casts back the message with format

back : Eglobal key(IDb||nonce + 1||Kb,a)

When node a receives this message, it records node b as its
verified neighbor, and it compares its ID number with b’s
ID number. If IDa < IDb, node a and b use the random
number (Ka,b) generated by a as their pair-wise key. Oth-
erwise, if IDa > IDb, then they use the random number
(Kb,a) generated by b as their pair-wise key.

The global key is only used to encrypt the pair-wise key
during data transmission. If an adversary obtains the global
key after a node has received its pair-wise key, then the ad-
versary cannot know the pair-wise key. If an adversary ob-
tains the global key before the echo-back process finishes,
he can obtain the pair-wise keys within his range, but is
unlikely to obtain the pair-wise keys outside of his range,
because those nodes would have finished their echo-back
scheme.

Recently, several random key pre-distribution schemes
have been proposed to set up pair-wise keys between neigh-
bor nodes in sensor network [10][7][9][16]. These schemes
provide stronger security protection than the global key ap-
proach. We can use any of these schemes to set up pair-wise
keys and verify neighborhood relationships.

After a node s has set up pair-wise keys with all of its
neighbors, we propose that it sets up a single cluster key for



REQ process(Packet p) {
src id← p.IDs

if (src id ∈ neighbors set) {
content← DKsrc id

(p.content)
// p.content == EKCs (OHC||IDB)
bs id← content.IDB

tmp ohc← content.ohc

for (i← 0;i < threshold;i + +) {
if (ohc[bs id] == F (tmp ohc)) {

ohc[bs id]← content.ohc

p.content← EKmy id
(content)

p.IDs ← my id

send p

return
}
tmp ohc← F (tmp ohc)
}
}
}

Figure 3. Algorithm for REQ message pro-
cessing.

its encrypted data transmissions with its neighbors. Node
s’s cluster key KCs is a key shared by s and all of s’s veri-
fied neighbors. To set up KCs, s generates a random num-
ber KCs, and unicasts it to all its verified neighbor nodes,
encrypted with their respective pair-wise keys. When a node
s forwards a REQ message, it will encrypt the message
with its cluster key KCs.

3.3. Multiple Paths Set Up

Given the pair-wise and cluster keys, the process of set-
ting up multiple routing paths is as follows:

1. Every node runs the echo-back process to identify its
neighbor nodes and sets up pair-wise keys with its ver-
ified neighbor nodes. Then it sends its cluster key to
each of its neighbor nodes encrypted using that neigh-
bor’s pair-wise key.

2. Each base station broadcasts its REQ message to its
neighbor nodes.

3. When a sensor node receives the broadcast message, it
processes the REQ message.

In step 2, the format of the REQ message is:

REQ : REQ||IDs||EKCs
(OHC||IDB)

Where REQ is the type of the message, IDs is the ID of
the currently sending node s, IDB is the ID of the base sta-
tion who generated this REQ message, and OHC is that
base station’s one-way hash chain number.

When node x receives this REQ message, first it checks
the sender ID. If s is x’s verified neighbor, x decrypts the
one-way hash chain number OHC with s’s cluster key, then
x uses the one-way function F and its cached OHC number
of base station B to verify the new incoming OHC number.
If the OHC is valid, x will replace its cached OHC num-
ber with this new incoming value, encrypt OHC with its
own cluster key, and broadcast the newly encrypted REQ

message. Figure 3 shows the algorithm for sensor node x to
process the REQ message.

3.4. Maintaining node joins and leaves

If a node runs out of its battery or is damaged, it will
leave the network. This dead node blocks the communica-
tion path of its child nodes. The redundant path approach
can tolerate a certain number of such nodes leaving. In ad-
dition, the base stations will periodically collect network
topology information to find the dead nodes, as described
later. If a new node is added into the network, it can use the
echo-back approach to find its verified neighbors, and can
temporarily set one of its neighbor nodes as its parent node
for data transmission purposes. When base stations flood
new REQ messages, this node will then find its preferred
parent node.

4. ANTI-TRAFFIC ANALYSIS COUNTER-
MEASURES

Data traffic in a sensor network is typically asymmetric.
As sensor nodes report their data, the direction of the data
movement is mostly towards the base station. This asym-
metric communication pattern can aid an adversary in track-
ing down the location of a base station. This can result in the
adversary launching serious attacks on the base station and
eventually bringing down the entire sensor network. There
are several ways to track the location of a base station:

1. If an adversary can understand the contents of a
packet being transmitted, the adversary can corre-
late the packets that are forwarded towards the base
station. This will allow the adversary to follow the di-
rection of these packets towards the vicinity of the
base station, leading to localized jamming and/or dis-
covery and destruction of the base station.

2. If there is a time-correlation between when a node re-
ceives a packet and when it forwards that packet, an
adversary can use this time correlation to find the di-
rection towards the base station.

3. If there is no traffic control, a node that is near the base
station will in general send data more frequently than
the nodes that are farther away from the base station,
because data accumulates as it is funneled towards the



Figure 4. Decorrelating packet send times via random delays.

base station. By monitoring the data transmission rate,
the adversary can track the location of the base station.

Different data transmission schemes may have differ-
ent time-correlation patterns and different data sending rate
constraints. In this paper, we propose anti-traffic analysis
mechanisms to prevent an adversary from using any of these
methods to discover the location of the base station under
some common data transmission schemes. Note that it is
difficult to track the location of the base station by moni-
toring REQ messages, because those messages occur in-
frequently and go far away from the base station. The goal
of our anti-traffic analysis schemes is to prevent an adver-
sary from finding the traffic directions by analyzing packet
transmissions within its range. In particular, our goals are:

• An adversary cannot determine a packet destination by
inspecting the contents of the packet.

• An adversary cannot find the data flow direction by an-
alyzing the time correlation between the packets sent
by child nodes and packets sent by their parent nodes.

• An adversary cannot find the data transmission direc-
tion by doing statistical analysis of the packet trans-
mission rate of every node within its range.

For simplicity, in this section, we consider only those
sensor networks that have one base station. All techniques
proposed here can be extended to multiple base station net-
works as well.

4.1. Hidden Packet Destination Address

To hide the contents of a packet and its destination ad-
dress, every node encrypts the destination address, packet
type, and the contents of the packet with its cluster key.
The current sender’s address remains in plaintext so that the
receiver can choose the correct cluster key to decrypt the
packet. The format of a packet is

IDsrc||EKCsrc
(type||IDdst||data)

When a node receives this packet, it checks IDsrc and de-
cides which cluster key to use to decrypt the packet. After
decrypting the rest of the packet, a node checks if it is the
destination of the packet.

The net effect is that the packet’s entire appearance is
transformed at every hop along its path, making it difficult
for an eavesdropper to trace the path of the packet. Hop-by-
hop reencryption spatially decorrelates the packet’s appear-
ance. Unless an attacker can compromise a sender’s neigh-
bor node and obtain the cluster key, it won’t know the con-
tents of the packet. If an attacker compromises a node s and
obtains all the keys inside the node, it will be able to de-
crypt the packets sent by s’s parent node, and can then track
two hops towards the base station, but cannot track beyond
that.

4.2. Decorrelating Packet Sending Times

Packet encryption can hide a packet destination, but can-
not hide its sender. By carefully monitoring the packet send-
ing time of every node, an adversary may get some informa-
tion about data traffic flows. For example, if a parent node
s receives a packet from its child node c and forwards that
packet immediately, an adversary can observe the short time
interval between s and c and eventually infer the parent-
child hierarchy given sufficiently long observations.

To prevent this, we decorrelate the packet sending times
between a parent node and its child nodes. Here we only
consider the situation that every node sends data at the same
rate. This situation occurs when every node regularly aggre-
gates data from its children nodes and sends a result to its
parent node. Suppose all child nodes and parent nodes re-
port their data during time period T . Let’s denote the time
interval between two child nodes sending packets as ∆tc

(we assume sensor nodes use a MAC layer protocol to avoid
packet collisions), the time interval from the last child node
sending data to the parent node sending data as ∆tp, and the
time between a parent node sending data and its grandpar-
ent forwarding data as ∆tr. We denote ∆tc, ∆tp, ∆tr as the



Figure 5. Rate control scheme.

average value of ∆tc, ∆tp, and ∆tr. If the differences be-
tween ∆tc, ∆tp and ∆tr are observable, an adversary may
be able to extract which node is the parent node after moni-
toring the network for an extended period of time.

If the parent node and child nodes send packets with the
same rate, sensor nodes can introduce random delay be-
tween packet sending times. This makes the differences be-
tween ∆tc, ∆tp and ∆tr unobservable. To do this, first the
time period T is divided into m slots, if there are m−1 child
nodes and 1 parent node. Every node is assigned a slot and
randomly chooses a time within its slot to send its packet.
For example, in Figure 4, the time slot assignment algorithm
is centered at the parent node. The parent node informs each
child node of its time slot with a secure unicast message.
Nodes n1 to n4 are n5’s child nodes, and n6 is n5’s par-
ent node. Figure 4(a) shows every node sends its packet as
soon as it can. The differences between ∆tc, ∆tp and ∆tr
are correlated. Figure 4(b) shows that n1 to n5 occupy dif-
ferent time slots and each node sends its packet randomly
within its time slot. The differences between ∆tc, ∆tp and
∆tr are indistinguishable. Experiments show that a sensor
node only spends about 40 to 50 milliseconds to send a 36
bytes packet. Normally, a sensor reports data once a minute
or tens of seconds. In a connected sensor network, a sen-
sor node may have 10 to 20 neighbor nodes. So the time
slot is big enough for a sensor node to successfully send its
packet.

4.3. Controlling Packet Sending Rates

In the previous subsection, we assumed that every node
sends packets at the same rate. However, in some cases, dif-
ferent sensor nodes may send packets with different rates.
For example, the base station may require that each sen-
sor node sends its neighborhood information (which con-
tains the IDs of its identified neighbor nodes) back to the
base station. We call this a topology report. The topology
report helps a base station to update its complete network
topology picture. The end user can use this information to
learn what sensor nodes and base stations are unreachable.
For the topology report messages, a parent node has to for-

while (1) {
send Ps to parent node
listen to packet sending of neighbor nodes
if receive packet p

if (p.sender == parent node) {
if ((p == Ps)||(p == dummy)){

Ps ← dummy

}
} else if (p.sender ∈ s.children) {

if (p 6= dummy&&Ps == dummy) {
Ps ← p

}
}
wait for next time slot
}

Figure 6. Algorithm for packet sending con-
trol.

ward every message from its children nodes, and aggrega-
tion is avoided. If every node sends packet with the same
rate, then nodes closer to the base station will sustain larger
sending rates. By monitoring packet sending rates, an ad-
versary can track the base station.

Our solution is to set the packet sending rate control be-
tween a parent node and its children nodes. That creates
a uniform sending rate across the entire sensor network,
so that every node behaves like every other node in terms
of traffic volume. When a parent node has a packet in its
buffer to send, it won’t accept any packet from its children
nodes. When the parent has sent out its packet, it accepts
one packet from its children nodes and saves that packet
into its buffer. All children nodes are monitoring the packet
sent out by their parent node, because they have the par-
ent’s cluster key. If a child node finds that its packet was just
transmitted by its parent node (that means its parent node
has received its packet), or if it finds its parent begins to
send dummy packets (that means the parent node has empty
buffer), then the child begins to accept a new packet from
its children nodes. Otherwise it will continue to send the
same packet to its parent node. If a node doesn’t have any
packet to send, it just injects a dummy packet to its parent,
until the whole topology reporting process stops. The base
station can send a broadcast message to start and stop the
topology reporting process. This rate control scheme is de-
picted in Figure 5, and figure 6 describes the algorithm. This
algorithm implements rate control, and it robust in case the
child node fails to hear the parent node forward its packet.
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Figure 7. Effects of Rushing Attack During Multipath Routing Setup.

5. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

5.1. Overhead of Cryptographic Algorithms

A sensor node needs to save a global key, pair-wise keys,
cluster keys, and one-way hash chain numbers. Suppose ev-
ery key is 8 bytes. If a node has n neighbor nodes and there
are k base stations, it uses 8 × (2n + k + 2) bytes to save
all keys. For example, if there are 4 base station, and a node
has 10 neighbor nodes, it uses 208 bytes for all keys. If the
keys are not changed very often, e.g. global key and pair-
wise keys, they can be saved in the 128KB flash memory or
the 4KB embedded EEPROM.

To evaluate the performance of computing overhead of
cryptographic algorithms in REQ flooding and destination
address encryption, we implemented encryption/decryption
algorithms, and one-way hash chain verification on Berke-
ley MICA1 sensor motes [1]. We chose RC5 (with 12
rounds) as the block cipher to implement these algorithms.
Table 1 shows performance of our implementation. The ex-
periment shows that the overhead of verifying the one-way
hash chain number on sensor nodes is not prohibitive.

5.2. Performance of secure multipath set up

To evaluate effectiveness of multipath to multiple base
station routing, we simulated our routing path set up scheme
and measured the number of nodes blocked by adversary.
We simulated the case that there is only one base station at
the center of a network, and the case that there are 4 base
stations at 4 corners of a network. We simulated the case
that the malicious node can have from 2 to 4 times data
transmission radius that a normal node has when we didn’t
apply echo-back approach, and the case that the malicious
node’s effective transmission range is as same as a normal
node’s data transmission range when we applied echo-back
approach. To measure the number of blocked nodes, we ran-

domly distributed 2000 nodes in a network area with density
that every node has about 16 neighbors in average. We ran-
domly selected the malicious nodes from 1 to 10 among the
2000 nodes, and simulated how many nodes will be blocked
by malicious nodes if malicious nodes launch rushing attack
with 1, 2, and 4 times of normal data transmission range re-
spectively. We repeated the test for 100 times. Every time
we radnomly distributed the 2000 nodes and randomly se-
lected malicious nodes. Figure 7 shows the average number
of nodes blocked by malicious nodes.

Figure 7 (a) shows the results for the single base station
case. We can see that the echo-back approach is very ef-
fective in preventing the rushing attack. For example, if ad-
versaries launch rushing attacks at 10 different places and
their packets can reach 4 times away further than a nor-
mal node does, they can block about half nodes in the net-
work. In comparison, when echo-back is used to defend
against rushing attacks, adversaries can only block about
5% of the nodes in the network. Figure 7 (b) shows the re-
sults for the multiple base station case. From this figure, we
can see again that the echo-back approach is still very ef-
fective against rushing attacks. In addition, compared with
figure 7 (a), we can see that multiple path routing to mul-
tiple base stations provides considerably more robust net-
work connectivity than the single base station approach, es-
pecialy in combination with the echo-back defense.

Speed Code Data
(msec) (Bytes) (Bytes)

Encryption (30bytes) 1.94 1488 112
Decryption (30bytes) 2.02 1518 112
One-way hash chain 4.18 1768 136

Table 1. Overhead of Cryptographic Algo-
rithms
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Figure 8. Overhead of Anti-traffic Analysis.

5.3. Anti-traffic Analysis Message Overhead

We define C = M ′

M
to measure the data transmission

overhead of our anti-traffic analysis strategy, where C is the
cost measurement, M is the number of messages without
the anti-traffic analysis strategy, and M ′ is the number of
messages with the anti-traffic analysis strategy. In our ex-
periments, we simulated and measured the message over-
head of the rate control scheme, since it introduces extra
“dummy” packets. We ran three groups of tests. For each
group of tests, we employed a different network topology.
These networks differed from one another in the number of
nodes, but had the same node density. The number of nodes
varied from 250 to 2000. For each test, sensor nodes were
randomly deployed in the network area. We set up routing,
and measured M ′ and M . For the same number of nodes
with the same network density, we repeated the test 50 times
and calculated the average value. Figure 8 (a) shows the
simulation result of M ′

M
for three different network densi-

ties. We can see that the overhead of our rate control strat-
egy increases as the size of the network increases (Our ini-
tial analysis and experiments show that M ′

M
∝

√
N , where

N is the size (number of nodes) of network). That means
the rate control overhead is not scalable corresponding to
the size of network.

However, if topology information is not required fre-
quently, the overhead of the rate control scheme only oc-
cupies a small part of the total cost. The network traffic is
dominated by regular sensed data report, whose anti-traffic
message overhead is 1. Figure 8 (b) shows the total message
overhead combining sensor data packets and topology re-
ports over an intermediate density network. We assume that
every node reports its data once per minute, and the base sta-
tion requires a topology report ever 1 day to 30 days. Figure
8 (b) shows that the total overhead reduces as the base sta-
tion requires topology reports less frequently. For example,
if the topology report is performed once a week, total over-

head is less than 1.01. In this context, the overhead of send-
ing “dummy” packets is much less noticeable.

6. Related Work

Sensor network security is a critical issue in sensor net-
work research [22], [19], [15]. A. Perrig et. al [19] ad-
dressed secure communication in resource-constrained sen-
sor networks, introducing two low-level secure building
blocks, SNEP and µTESLA. A. Wood and J. Stankovic [22]
provided a survey of many kinds of denial of service at-
tacks in sensor networks and discussed defense technolo-
gies. C. Karlof and D. Wagner [15] analyzed security flaws
of various routing protocols on WSNs, and proposed coun-
termeasures to enhance sensor network routing. To defend
against the rushing attack, this paper proposed that every
node only process beacon messages through bidirectional
links as well as verified neighbor nodes. However, the pa-
per uses a trusted base station for neighborhood verifica-
tion, which is not scalable for a large sensor network. We
propose to use a global key or random pre-destributed keys
for neighbor node verification.

Anti-traffic analysis is a interesting topic in network pri-
vacy. The onion routing protocol disguises who talks to
whom on the Internet by layered encryption and by forward-
ing received messages in a random order [12]. However, the
onion protocol works for an arbitrary pair of communica-
tion nodes, which is common in Internet but not in sensor
network. In addition, the onion router stores a large num-
ber of messages before forwarding them in a different or-
der. A sensor node doesn’t have enough memory to store
lots of packets.

While the issue of intrusion tolerance has been known
for quite some time [11][4], recent increase in the need for
safety-critical systems has significantly raised research ac-
tivity in this area. Recent projects addressing intrusion tol-
erance include [5][20][21][23]. All these projects are aimed



at providing intrusion tolerance capabilities in a traditional,
resource-rich computing environment.

INSENS [8] proposed an intrusion tolerant protocol that
set up multiple paths in a WSN. However, in INSENS, ev-
ery sensor node needs to send a “feedback” message to
the base station, which is inefficient and not scalable. In
addition, REQ message is vulnerable to rushing attacks.
Our mutltipath to multiple base stations routing scheme ad-
dressed these security flaws.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have addressed important security and
intrusion-tolerance issues in building a distributed wireless
sensor network. Two intrusion tolerance schemes are pro-
posed to defend a WSN against attacks focused on isolat-
ing base stations and tracking base stations. First, the se-
cure set up of multiple paths to multiple base stations is in-
troduced to tolerate isolation of a base station. Mechanisms
like one-way hash chains and the echo-back algorithm are
proposed to prevent spoofing, DOS attacks, and rushing at-
tacks. Second, anti-traffic analysis strategies like hop-by-
hop cluster key encryption/decryption and sending rate con-
trol are offered to disguise the location of base stations from
eavesdroppers. Future work includes designing anti-traffic
schemes for other data transmission schemes, such as gen-
eral data aggregation reporting, and providing low overhead
rate control mechanisms.
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